
“ScriptCenter allows me 

to conveniently pick up my 

prescriptions when I am 

running errands at the BX.”

CREATE REMOTE PHARMACY 
DESTINATIONS ON BASE
Create additional prescription pick up 
locations away from the pharmacy…  
Safe and secure prescription pick up kiosks can 
easily expand the service area of the pharmacy into 
convenient remote locations anywhere on base.

EXTEND PHARMACY HOURS
Service your pharmacy patients even 
when the pharmacy has closed…  
Servicing your patients after pharmacy hours, on 
holidays or during training days is easier than ever 
with the ScriptCenter kiosk.

IMPROVE PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Counsel and promote services…
Patients can order their refills through AudioCare, 
select ScriptCenter as their pick up location, and 
then pick up when it is most convenient for them.  
This frees up pharmacy staff and reduces lines and 
wait times.  

MAXIMIZE PHARMACY EFFICIENCIES
Increasing staff efficiencies allows more 
time for other assistance…
Staff time can be redirected from time consuming 
activities to value added tasks such as patient 
counseling.

24/7 SERVICE & SUPPORT
A team of dedicated professionals offering 
worldwide support…
When you add solutions delivered by Asteres 
to your pharmacy, you get far more than our 
revolutionary technology.  You get a team of 
professionals supporting your team 24/7.
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The ScriptCenter kiosk is an integral part of the automated solutions provided by Asteres that reduces lines 
in the pharmacy and allows the secure delivery of prescriptions even when the pharmacy is closed.  The self-
service kiosk can be located anywhere on base to give personnel access to prescriptions in areas they frequent 
most... in the Base Exchange (BX), Post Exchange (PX), Navy Exchange (NEX), Commissary or any other 
convenient location.  



BATCH LOADING OF CONTAINERS
Random loading of multiple containers to 
maximize delivery speed…  
Configure ScriptCenter with a combination of up 
to 8 small and large platforms.  The kiosk can hold 
up to 560 unique containers and allows single or 
batch loading of dozens of containers in minutes.

AUTOMATED NON-COMPLIANCE 
TRACKING & UNLOAD
Customizable function assists the 
pharmacy in managing any non-
compliance containers…
Once daily the kiosk can automatically check for 
non-compliance containers determined by the 
custom setting, and move those containers to an 
unload tray for easy retrieval by pharmacy staff.  

PATIENT SELF-ENROLLMENT AT KIOSK
Patients can enroll without any assistance 
from pharmacy staff...
Patients follow the touch screen prompts for easy 
enrollment.  Grouping family members allows 
pick up of prescriptions for all beneficiaries in one 
transaction.

SECURE BIOMETRIC IDENTIFICATION
With an option on the kiosk, patients can 
quickly and securely login…
Both patients and pharmacy staff can access the 
kiosk with a simple swipe of their finger and PIN.

ACCESS TRACKING/REPORTING
Track each patient and staff access with 
detailed reports…
All access to the kiosk can be tracked using the 
detailed reporting including a patient photo and 
electronic signature.  

LOADING 
PRESCRIPTIONS IS 
EASY!
 
With ScriptCenter’s advanced 
technology, pharmacy staff can 
access the front or the back of 
the kiosk with their fingerprint 
to easily batch load multiple 
prescriptions at once.  

DELIVER BULK ITEMS 
WITH SCRIPTLOCKER
 
ScriptLocker is a configurable 
auxiliary unit integrated into the 
ScriptCenter solution, which 
stores and delivers oversized 
items.
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With ScriptCenter, pharmacy staff maintains the control of filling prescriptions, while the kiosk takes care of the 
repetitive work freeing up your pharmacy staff for offering additional pharmacy services and patient counseling.  
Easily load multiple prescriptions without having to worry about specific locations.  With three barcode checks, 
ScriptCenter delivers the right prescription to the right patient… every time!


